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Abstract: The sensitivity of the ICON model is gauged towards the establishment of ICON-LEPS
in place of the currently operational COSMO-LEPS. A broad list of the model’s parameters were
tested over a domain covering the wider area of Greece and Italy in the year 2020. ICON model runs
were performed on a 6.5 km horizontal grid and were enforced by the ECMWF operational forecast
in 3 h intervals. The model’s sensitivities were applied to several surface meteorological fields via
their areal averages in the last (132nd) lead time hour of the model runs, when they were expected
to be at their climax. It was found that there was a considerable impact regarding the minimum
and maximum values for many of the examined parameters in reference to their default values,
providing a valuable insight into the understanding of the ICON model in reference to previous
works regarding the COSMO model. In addition, due to the extensive forecast period, a seasonal
dependence with respect to the considered meteorological fields was displayed. These features are
expected to be of major importance in deciding the most important parameters for the application of
perturbation techniques in the ensemble process and methodology.

Keywords: numerical weather prediction; ensemble methods; ICON model; COSMO consortium

1. Introduction

The performance of local Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models depends on
several factors, many of them standard, like the applied numerical schemes, the considered
domain, the choice of the grid mesh size and the integration time step. However, NWP
model performance might also be considerably influenced by the many internal tunable
parameters. A lot of them are interrelated, while their number increases as the model
development progresses, especially towards the proper inclusion of complicated physical
atmospheric processes. A rather crucial step towards tackling these features is to estimate
the model sensitivity of these parameters [1–5]. In the present work, this estimation is per-
formed for ICON, a state-of-the-art NWP model [6,7], for a large number of 24 parameters
under the motivation to consider the most sensitive ones in various model performance
optimization techniques [8,9].

This was the first attempt towards the development of a methodology regarding the
realization of the important tasks of the COSMO Priority Project PROPHECY (PRObabilistic
Prediction at High-resolution with EnhanCed perturbation strategY) [10] and is focused
on January and July. These are expected to be the most diverse months from the seasonal
perspective and in terms of the differences in parameter sensitivities. Another similar
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work regarding broader seasonal dependence and following the same methodology is also
available [11].

2. Data and Methodology

The 24 considered parameters of the ICON model were examined for a domain cov-
ering the wider area of Greece and Italy (Figure 1). The list of parameters is presented in
Table 1. They have been selected, ranked and updated by ICON experts [12] according
to their estimated significance and in close reference to the COSMO model [1]. The pa-
rameters under evaluation cover almost all aspects regarding the tuning of a numerical
weather prediction model, i.e., turbulence, convection, terra, subscale orography, grid-scale
microphysics and cloud cover.
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Figure 1. Integration domain of the ICON Model, as in [11].

Table 1. List of the 24 parameters (p01–p24) of the tested sensitivities based on their encoded names,
interpretation and relevance (first column) as well as their test range (second column). The default
values are denoted in bold characters, as is their recommended relevance, [H] and [M] standing for
high and medium, respectively. It should be noted that for p01 and p02, the minimum and default
values coincide, as in [11].

PARAMETER (meaning) relevance: high [H]/medium [M] MIN, DEFAULT, MAX

p01: a_hshr (scale for separated horizontal shear mode) [M] 0.1, 0.0, 2.0

p02: alpha0 (lower bound of velocity-dependent Charnock param) [H] 0.0123, 0.0123, 0.0335

p03: alpha1 (scaling for molecular roughness of water waves) [H] 0.1, 0.5, 0.9

p04: a_stab (stability correction of turbulent length scale factor) [M] 0.0, 0.0, 1.0

p05: capdcfac_et (extratropics CAPE diurnal cycle correction) [H] 0.0, 0.5, 1.25

p06: c_diff (length scale factor for vertical diffusion of TKE) [H] 0.1, 0.2, 0.4

p07: c_soil (evaporating fraction of soil) [H] 0.75, 1.0, 1.25

p08: cwimax_ml (scaling for maximum interception storage) [H] 0.5 × 10−7, 1.0 × 10−6, 0.5 × 10−4

p09: entrorg (entrainment convection scheme valid for dx = 20 km) [H] 0.00175, 0.00195, 0.00215

p10: gkwake (low-level wake drag constant for blocking) [H] 1.0, 1.5, 2.0
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Table 1. Cont.

PARAMETER (meaning) relevance: high [H]/medium [M] MIN, DEFAULT, MAX

p11: q_crit (normalized supersaturation critical value) [H] 1.6, 2.0, 4.0

p12: qexc (test parcel ascent excess grid-scale QV fraction) [M] 0.0075, 0.0125, 0.0175

p13: rain_n0_factor (raindrop size distribution change) [H] 0.02, 0.1, 0.5

p14: rdepths (maximum allowed shallow convection depth) [H] 15,000, 20,000, 25,000

p15: rhebc_land (RH threshold for onset of evaporation below cloud base over land) [M] 0.70, 0.75, 0.80

p16: rhebc_ocean (ibid over ocean) [H] 0.80, 0.85, 0.90

p17: rlam_heat_rat_sea (scaling of laminar boundary layer for heat and latent and heat
fluxes over water (constant product)) [H] (0.25, 28.0), (1.0, 7.0), (4.0, 1.75)

p18: rprcon (precipitation coe-cient conversion of cloud water) [H] 0.00125, 0.0014, 0.00165

p19: texc (excess value for temperature used in test parcel ascent) [M] 0.075, 0.125, 0.175

p20: tkhmin_tkmmin (common scaling for minimum vertical diffusion for heat-moisture
and momentum) [H] 0.55, 0.75, 0.95

p21: box_liq (box width for liquid cloud diagnostic) [H] 0.03, 0.05, 0.07

p22: box_liq_asy (liquid cloud diagnostic asymmetry factor) [H] 2.0, 3.5, 4.0

p23: tur_len (asymptotic maximal turbulent distance (m)) [H] 250, 300, 350

p24: zvz0i (terminal fall velocity of ice) [H] 0.85, 1.25, 1.45

In order to display a typical seasonal performance of the model, 62 cases were investi-
gated covering two month-long periods of January and July 2020. Forty-seven model runs
were performed for each case, one referring to the default, and forty-six corresponding to
the minimum and maximum parameter values (for two parameters the minimum values
coincide with the default ones). The ICON model used was installed by the Israeli Meteo-
rological Service (IMS) at the preceding high-performance computing facility (HPCF) of
the European Center for Medium Range Forecasts (ECMWF) [13] and was enforced by the
Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) operational forecast in 3 h intervals for 132 h.

Consequently, a total of approximately 3000 runs of 132 hr range forecasts were
completed covering an equivalent period of 65 years of a single model run on a 6.5 km
horizontal grid. The extensive forecast range addresses the purpose of this effort to be
used within the framework of replacing the currently operational COSMO-LEPS (Local
Ensemble Prediction System) with its successor ICON-LEPS [9,14].

3. Results

The considered meteorological fields are the maximum and minimum 2m tempera-
tures (T2m_min, T2m_max) in the last 24 forecast hours as well as the dew point emperature
(Td2m), total cloud cover (CLCT) and accumulated precipitation (TOTPREC) in the last
(132nd) lead time hour of the model runs. The sensitivities are presented in Figure 2 via
the differences in field area averages between the model runs associated with the mini-
mum and maximum parameter values and the runs with default parameter values at the
abovementioned times. Over these time slots, these differences are expected to be at their
peak as they fall at the end of the forecast period. These sensitivities are displayed for the
months of January and July of 2020 (blue and red colors, respectively) to highlight any clear
seasonal dependencies.
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Figure 2. Parameter differences in area-averaged sensitivity for the corresponding default values for
the (a) minimum 2m temperature (T2m_min), (b) maximum 2m temperature (T2m_max), (c) dew
point 2m temperature (Td2m), (d) total cloud cover (CLCT) and (e) accumulated precipitation
(TOTPREC) for the 132nd hour of the model run (T2m_mim/max refer to the last 24 h of the run) for
JANuary (blue) and JULy (red). The corresponding default average values are also displayed. The
correspondence to the parameters of the horizontal axis is given in Table 1.

From Figure 2, it can be concluded that there is a noticeable as well as variable sensi-
tivity regarding the parameters for both periods. However, although the sensitivities have
different values, they follow relatively similar patterns. This is an important feature because
in this way, it is quite straightforward to decide heuristically which are the most sensitive
parameters regarding the meteorological fields under consideration. These parameters are
summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. List of area-averaged meteorological fields during the 132nd lead time and the corresponding
parameters that display great sensitivity, as can be inferred from Figure 2. The most sensitive
parameter for each field is emphasized with bold-faced characters.

Met. Fields Most Sensitive Parameters, JANUARY Most Sensitive Parameters, JULY

T2m_min p04, p06, p08, p10, p17, p20, p21, p22 p06, p20, p21, p22

T2m_max p04, p06, p17, p20, p21, p22, p23 p04, p06, p10, p17, p20, p21, p22, p23

Td2m p04, p06, p21, p22, p23 p02, p04, p06, p21, p22, p23

CLCT p01, p04, p20, p21, p22, p24 p01, p04, p20, p21, p22

TOTPREC p02, p04, p13, p18, p23 p01, p04, p13, p14, p15, p18, p21, p22

4. Discussion

Winter versus summer seasonal behavior is noticeable for the January and July area
averages with respect to the default parameter values displayed in Figure 2. As is expected,
the temperature values for January are lower than these for July while the values for total
cloudiness and precipitation are reversed and higher for the winter month.

From Table 2, it is possible to deduce the parameters that practically display any
significant sensitivity, of which there are around sixteen out of the considered twenty-four.
Although these parameters demand further investigation regarding the model response
upon their change, it is important to note that the most sensitive parameters of the con-
sidered meteorological fields form a small subset of four, i.e., those of stability correction
of turbulent length scale factor (p04), length scale factor for vertical diffusion of turbulent kinetic
energy (p06), common scaling for minimum vertical diffusion for heat-moisture and momentum
(p20), and liquid cloud diagnostic asymmetry factor (p22).

This parameter set may be extended consistently by including additional parameters
of significant sensitivity from Table 2 and by assessing their magnitude from Figure 2
in a straightforward fashion. This aim is strengthened by the fact that these additional
parameters might be common to most or even all considered meteorological fields. For
example, box width for liquid cloud diagnostic (p21) can be added as it displays strong
sensitivity to all the meteorological fields examined.

5. Conclusions

In this work, an effort towards a systematic ranking of model sensitivities was ad-
dressed. Although the ICON model was used as a prototype, the methodology can be
applied and modified to any NWP model.

Such a procedure may play an important role in deciding which parameters to consider
in model performance optimization techniques in support of the criteria that are generally
based on the experience of model experts and/or extensive testing.
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